Answers to **Modals of deduction – exercises**

1. Check your grammar: matching

1. b
2. d
3. e
4. c
5. f
6. g
7. a

2. Check your grammar: gap fill

1. must
2. might OR may OR could
3. can’t
4. might OR may OR could
5. must
6. must
7. can’t
8. might OR may OR could

3. Check your grammar: error correction

1. **It may** be him. He's about that height.
2. You **could to** be right. Let's check on the internet.
3. **It's six o'clock. She must have left** work by now.
4. That can't **be** them. Their car's yellow.
5. Joe might be **to playing** football at the moment.
6. That virus may **have** come from an app.
7. This writing is terrible. That might OR may OR **could** be an 'e', but I'm not sure.
8. I don't believe it! You can't **have** failed your exam!